Australasia Forest & Wood Strategic Review 2015

Description:

The comprehensive analysis of the opportunities and growth constraints of the Australian forest and wood products industry. Underpinned by quantitative data and analysis and confirmed by field-work, the Review's incisive and focussed qualitative strategic analysis is comprehensive and integrated across all sectors of the Australian industry. It is unique in its analysis from standing wood resources to include all wood products, including logs, woodchips, pulp, sawnwood, plywood and panels, paper and paper products and energy and alternative wood products.

Built on two decades of consistently applied methodologies, this 10th biennial edition gets to the fundamentals of the key issues in all sectors, including analysing IndustryEdge's unique woodchip vessel tracking system and addressing strategic drivers, challenges and opportunities in the sector.

The Review comes with a complete slide deck, containing all of the charts, ready to be used in subscriber's presentations. The processes to develop the Review are driven by rigorous econometric analysis and deep industry experience to assist in shaping business strategy. Hundreds of tables and charts cover full decades of production, trade and consumption experiences for Australia.

The review is an ideal reference and analysis tool for investment analysts, business strategists and trade and market specialists.

The Review contains the following sections:

- Executive Summary
- Strategic Overview
- Global & Australian Forest Resources
- Harvesting, Extraction & Roundwood Removals
- Pulpwood, Pulp & Other Fibre
- Sawnwood
- Wood Panels and Engineered Wood Products
- Paper & Paperboard
- Energy, Emerging & Alternative Wood Products

Each section describes apparent consumption (production, imports and exports) up to and including 2014. More than 200 tables, full colour graphs and charts and maps deliver details in an informative and easy to read format.

The Review features complete description of policy, regulatory and global industry and macro-economic considerations that affect the industry. A comprehensive econometric analysis of Australian domestic woodflows is provided, including forecasts.

Additional sections detail all major forest and plantation owners and wood-processing companies in Australia.

In a period of rapid change, where industry insight and data are critical, the Forest & Wood Strategic Review 2015 records, analyses and reports on the changes with an unparalleled focus on data, evidence and experienced insight.
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